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Mark Bands
The mark bands and descriptors applicable to all questions on the paper are as follows. Maximum
mark allocations are indicated in the table at the foot of the page.
Indicative content for each of the questions follows overleaf.
Band 1:
The answer contains no relevant material.
Band 2:
The candidate introduces fragments of information or unexplained examples from which no coherent
explanation or analysis can emerge
OR
The candidate attempts to introduce an explanation and/or analysis but it is so fundamentally
undermined by error and confusion that it remains substantially incoherent.
Band 3:
The candidate begins to indicate some capacity for explanation and analysis by introducing some of
the issues, but explanations are limited and superficial
OR
The candidate adopts an approach in which there is concentration on explanation in terms of facts
presented rather than through the development and explanation of legal principles and rules
OR
The candidate attempts to introduce material across the range of potential content, but it is weak or
confused so that no real explanation or conclusion emerges.
Band 4:
Where there is more than one issue, the candidate demonstrates a clear understanding of one of the
main issues of the question, giving explanations and using illustrations so that a full and detailed
picture is presented of this issue
OR
The candidate presents a more limited explanation of all parts of the answer, but there is some lack of
detail or superficiality in respect of either or both so that the answer is not fully rounded.
Band 5:
The candidate presents a detailed explanation and discussion of all areas of relevant law and, while
there may be some minor inaccuracies and/or imbalance, a coherent explanation emerges.
Maximum Mark Allocations:
Question
Band 1

0

Band 2

6

Band 3

12

Band 4

19

Band 5

25
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Describe how a Bill becomes an Act. What are the advantages and disadvantages of
creating law in this way?

[25]

Band 1(0)

Irrelevant answer.

Band 2 (1–6)

Candidate gives a very basic outline of the process, which is unlikely to have
any illustration or reference to the analytical issues within the question.

Band 3 (7–12)

Candidate gives a generally accurate explanation of some of the stages.
There is unlikely to be any illustration and limited or no reference to the
analytical issues within the question.

Band 4 (13–19)

Candidate gives a reasonable explanation of all of the stages. Candidates who
include a good level of detail will achieve marks towards the upper end of the
mark band. Some reference to and explanation of the Parliament Acts, types
of Bill and Parliamentary composition and sovereignty may be included. There
may be some illustration with examples. Candidates may offer some analytical
content. A candidate who offers no analytical content will only be able to
achieve a maximum of 15 marks.

Band 5 (20–25)

Candidate gives a clear and very detailed explanation of all of the stages with
good levels of illustration and explanation. Makes clear and informed
commentary on the analytical content of the question. The best candidates
may offer points of comparison to other lawmaking processes (DL, Common
Law).
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Both custodial and non-custodial sentences are available to courts when dealing with an
adult offender.
Consider to what extent each of these sentencing options achieves the aims of sentencing
set out in the Criminal Justice Act 2003.
[25]
Band 1 (0)

Irrelevant answer.

Band 2 (1–6)

Candidate gives a very basic explanation of sentences and/or aims, but with
no real detail or accuracy. Candidates fail to present a coherent link to actual
sentences and offer no reasoned argument.

Band 3 (7–12)

Candidate gives a brief but generally accurate explanation the aims of
sentencing and/or types of sentences available. These are, however, likely to
be superficial and poorly explained. There is unlikely to be any discussion of
detail or clear link between sentences and aims.

Band 4 (13–19)

Candidate gives a reasonable explanation of the various aims and types of
sentences with some useful detail and example. Better candidates will go on
to link these sentences to the relevant aims, but, at the lower end of the mark
band, this may be limited and there may be only brief commentary. There will
be some reference to the analytical issues within the question and the
effectiveness of the various sentences.

Band 5 (20–25)

Candidate gives a clear and very detailed explanation of the aims of
sentencing and types of sentences available with good levels of citation,
illustration and explanation. Candidate clearly links available sentences to the
aims with detailed reasoning and high levels of accurate definition and
explanation. Candidate offers a reasoned analysis of the various aims and
their efficacy.
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It is essential that a jury is unbiased.
Describe the selection process for jurors. Consider the extent to which this process
prevents bias.

[25]

Band 1(0)

Irrelevant answer.

Band 2 (1–6)

Candidate gives a very basic explanation of jury qualification and/or selection,
but with no real detail or accuracy. Candidates may make brief reference the
analytical component, but fail to present a coherent argument.

Band 3 (7–12)

Candidate gives a brief but generally accurate explanation of the qualification
and/or selection process. These are, however, likely to be superficial and
poorly explained. There may be little or no reference to vetting and challenge,
and there is unlikely to be any detail or clear evaluation.

Band 4 (13–19)

Candidate gives a reasonable explanation of the qualification and selection
processes with some useful detail and example. Better candidates will go on
to discuss the challenges and vetting, but at the lower end of the band this
may be limited and there may be only brief commentary. There will be some
reference to the analytical issues within the question which are supported with
relevant cases and examples.

Band 5 (20–25)

Candidate gives a clear and very detailed explanation of the qualification and
selection processes with good levels of citation, illustration and explanation.
Candidate clearly links the use of vetting and challenge to remove bias.
Candidate offers a reasoned analysis of whether these successfully remove
bias and uses a wide range of cases and examples in illustration.
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Delegated legislation is an essential form of law making.
Describe, with the use of examples, the different types of delegated legislation. Consider
why this form of law making is so important.
[25]
Band 1 (0)

Irrelevant answer.

Band 2 (1–6)

Candidate gives a very basic explanation of delegated legislation, perhaps
listing the types.

Band 3 (7–12)

Candidate gives a basic explanation of the different types of delegated
legislation and the circumstances in which each type would be used. Some
understanding of why it is useful.

Band 4 (13–19)

Candidate gives a good explanation of most of the different types of delegated
legislation and the circumstances in which each type would be used, with
some illustration. Better candidates may make a real attempt to link with the
analytical component of the question and to explain why it is so important.
Candidates may include an explanation of the controls but need to stress how
they add to the effectiveness of this form of law making to gain marks high in
the band.

Band 5 (20–25)

Candidate gives a clear explanation of all of the different types of delegated
legislation and the circumstances in which each type would be used, with a
good range of illustration and example. Candidates also consider how the
controls add to the effectiveness of this form of law making leading to a clear
and informed examination of the analytical component of the question.
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Explain the forms of Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR) with reference to examples.
Discuss whether ADR is more effective for a claimant than using the courts. Do not refer
to tribunals.
[25]
Band 1 (0)

Irrelevant answer.

Band 2 (1–6)

Candidate gives a very basic explanation of the idea of ADR but there will be
no coherent explanation.

Band 3 (7–12)

Candidate gives a basic explanation of most of the different types of ADR and
the circumstances in which each type would be used. Some understanding on
why it can provide a better solution.

Band 4 (13–19)

Candidate gives a reasonable explanation of all of the different types of ADR
and the circumstances in which each type may be used, with some clear
examples and reference to statutory provisions where appropriate. Candidate
offers some reasoned discussion of the various merits of each type and a
comparison to the use of the courts.

Band 5 (20–25)

Candidate gives a good explanation of all of the different types of ADR and the
circumstances in which each type may be used, with clear examples and
reference to statutory provisions where appropriate. Candidate makes clear
and informed links to the analytical component of the question.
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Explain how far the new appointment procedures for judges ensure that suitable people
are selected for the job.
[25]
Band 1 (0)

Irrelevant answer.

Band 2 (1–6)

Candidate gives a very basic explanation of the appointment of judges but
with no real detail or accuracy.

Band 3 (7–12)

Candidate gives a brief account of the appointment procedures for the
judiciary. These are, however, likely to be superficial and poorly explained.
Candidate may introduce some commentary on the analytical issues but this is
likely to be informal and lacking in legal detail.

Band 4 (13–19)

Candidate gives a reasonable explanation of the appointment procedures for
the judiciary with some useful detail and example. Candidates may compare
the new procedure with the older process. Better candidates will attempt to
include some analytical content concerning the type of people chosen, but this
may be vague and lacking in detail or reasoned argument. Some better
candidates may be able to discuss the differences in appointment between the
superior and inferior judiciary.

Band 5 (20–25)

Candidate gives a clear and very detailed explanation of the appointment of
the judiciary with good levels of illustration and explanation. Candidates are
able to demonstrate clear understanding of the issues and including reasoned
analytical commentary. Candidates will appreciate the difference in
appointment for different levels of judiciary. Better candidates will include
consideration of the position of the Lord Chancellor and the separation of
powers.
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